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About This Game

Hurricane is a 3rd person survival game in open fantasy world.

A mysterious hurricane has bought you upon an unknown world, and now you need to survive in it's hostile environment. You
can cooperate with other survivors, do plentiful of tasks such as, exploration, hunting, collecting resources, and crafting items.

The most dangerous thing in this realm, is trust. Other survivors will fight you for their own survival and wealth!

Game features:

Open World

Crafting

Multiplayer oriented gameplay

Colorful visual style
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Title: Hurricane
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Because I Can
Publisher:
Because I Can
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-Bit Windows 7 Service Pack 1, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: 3 GHz Dual-Core 64-bit CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX10 Compatible GPU with 1 GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Russian
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If you like a short but fun point and click, this game is for you!!. Fun little game, forgetable, but good as long as it lasts.. This
game needs a steam music DLC so badly. The score is just outstanding for this kind of game!. I purchased this game for two
reasons.

I missed SNES Games, and the souls genre is up my alley.

This game, albeit it a little buggy at times as a result of the underdeveloped engine it uses, is an amazing time and worth every
penny.. It's a great way to support the devs. It gives you a 28 mins of soundtrack and 3 regiments (which you can buy them for
50 cents in marketplace). I recommend this pack for supporting the devs.. Full Review: 
http://wamsoon.com/index.php/2018/03/12/tropical-liquor-review-18/

So Bill Cosby and an anime girl walk into a bar and..... I'd finish the joke but i'm not gonna put in more effort than the
developers did.. The original game is superior to this game in several ways. It's disappointing, while there's steps in several areas
in terms of graphics and storytelling/cutscenes, some weird decisions were made regarding gameplay changes and enemy
placement that don't make sense, mechanics reworked for not a lot of good reason behind it, This, on top of one of the biggest
mistakes that a platformer can make; unreponsive controls at times, in particularly with the jump button. That's a major
problem, and hits the game at it's core.

Honestly, I love the original, but I can't recommend the remake. Go buy the original A.R.E.S. if you're looking to get a good
megaman like shooter.

I have more in a video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbkDaO-KrWg
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This is more of a survival horror game than a actual RPG game. It was made with RPG Maker sure. But you only fight one
battle in the entire game and only level up once. The game leaves a lot of questions unanswered and the ending is kind of lack
luster too.

That said for what it was it was a decent game. I really wanted a happy ending, didn't get that. I wanted to be able to go on an
epic quest. That didn't happen either.

The game in it's entirety is only about 2 hours long.

I can't either recommend or not recommend because everyone has different tastes.. An All Time Clashic!

After so many years of its creation, I still come back to this game for a kind of unique experience. Its similar as good as playing
Magic the Gathering, but with many features making it different from a traditional card game. The turn-base abilities are
actually like playing cards of MoM, there is the deck-building aspect that I consider mandatory for these kind of games, and
there are artifacts you can trigger in a turn etc. The variety of cards is as needed to maintain interest, and since I played this
game also before getting the steam version, I have gladly finished two of the races campains twice. The AI, one of the most
important aspects in this kind of games, is 'clever' and challenging, even if at some point a specific enemy could be strongly
specialised to one kind of attack-approach.

Even if the game is really old, the visuals are not at all annoyingly audated. Dont expect fabulous light effects etc, but the
graphics are still pleasant to the aye, and not a big deal at games like this in any case.

The original CD version allowed for LAN multiplayer, and Steam version allows for multiplayer via a loby. Note that the loby is
actually empty-abandoned, so you need to phonecall a friend so the both of you get in the loby to multiplay. But even if
multiplayer is now harder to achieve, single play experience definetly worths the money on this game. I had and still will have
many-many hours of fun with Etherlords II.

Definately recommended from my end!. Interesting economical simulation. Like it would buy it again.... Sound Shift generates
arcade shooter gameplay based on the sounds that are running on your computer. This allows it to make gameplay when you're
listening to music or watching videos. It's a really interesting proof of concept, but suffers from becoming a little monotonous
due to a lack of formal breakpoints in the game.. The game is fun with good graphics but its too short for the price. Its basicly a
demo.

Hopefuly they will add more content.. ahhhhhhh!!!!! sorry love it:). Harmonium is a cute little game.
It's nothing too fancy, but it was still quite enjoyable. However, I do not now about replayability yet. This review was written
after my first playthrough.

You are a lost soul that gets picked up by 'the Bard' of Harmonium Point and the way these type of games always go, said Bard
soon leaves your side and announces you their heir. With the new title of Bard, you are now supposed to take over the
Guildhouse and basically turn into something akin to a mayor to Harmonium Point, handling different tasks and moving out to
befriend neighbouring villages. You can get to know your villagers through events, earn their trust to learn about their
backstories and gather them in your backyard to improve their stats that will help you during all kinds of different events, either
random, for the village or befriending your neighbours. To further push your abilities, you can repair and restore the
Guildhouse, upgrade it, to either earn bonuses or raise your upkeep to push said bonuses even further.

While the different events are nicely written, there are still a lot of mistakes hidden in them (either being grammatical errors,
random gender mistakes or characters turning into generic-elfblabla). The graphics are a bit meh, reminding me of Habbo Hotel
and the character's images not always go along with the discriptions given by the text ( the bard for example being described as
an old man with beard, when his image looks like a young man with a cleanly shaven face and..blind?). A thing, that I found a
bit sad is that once you fullfilled your maingoal (finding the bard's whereabouts), the game ends. You are unable to further work
on the guildhouse or maybe have some cute after-main-story events with the characters of your village and those new friends
you made in the other villages. Aside from that you don't actually build any proper relationships with the characters surrounding
you, which sometimes makes you feel like the game lacks some depth, since your character is not really given any proper
personality either, so you feel like a ghost floating around town, chiming in with different events whenever needed. The music
of the game can be pretty annoying at times too, since whenever you visit another village you are being stuck with that music
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until you cue another event that includes a new music track.

Therefor the game is a nice little experience, but lacks the trait of captureing the player enough to maybe give this game a few
more tries to do things differently than just doing only one playthrough of it. I do recommend it for a boring afternoon, however
if you're looking for a game that entertains you a bit longer than that, you should probably look elsewhere..

. Pretty good game, although with whatever update that went on, my file seems to think its a demo now, when I BOUGHT the
actual game and have already played through the whole Mafia route already.

0/10. What did you do to the game to screw it up so bad? Now it doesn't even close properly. It freezes my whole computer and
I have to restart.

Unfortunately, until the bugs are fixed, I can't recommend it. It's not playable the way it is, for me at least.. Love these maps, too
bad nobody play em becacase the game isn't standalone yet and not enough people play... This game is great fun, the mechanics
are very easy to learn and i would say hard to master, because there is always a way to do most levels faster.
If you enjoy intense fps platformers this game will not dissapoint you, it's also for the person that always wants to challenge
himself to achieve the fastest time you can get.
There is one thing that felt weird at times, your body's hitbox feels wider then you think compared to where your guns are on
the screen, leading to you hitting lasers/walls etc when you thought you were far enough away from them but maybe its just me.
Also the sassy narator is really funny the first 10 times you hear him when you die, but after a while its just the same voice lines
over and over again.
overal a very fun and challenging fps platformer, the graphics also look really good and it runs very well!
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